Experience From Date

**Abbreviation or Acronym:** None

**Data Exchange Name:** ExperienceFromDate

**Also Known As:** None

**Short Description:** The time, in epoch milliseconds, when the Experience began.

### Controls

**Collection, Validation, and Exchange Rules**

1. Assigned by IRWIN

2. IRWIN Validation: When a resources operational status is updated to "At Incident" an experience record is created for the resources filled capability. The ExperienceFromDate is updated by IRWIN with the current date/time.

**Data Type:** Date/Time

**Case Sensitivity:** N/A

**Minimum Length:** N/A

**Maximum Length:** 255

**Format/Example:** 1483228800000

**Valid Values:** N/A

**Sensitivity Level:** Undefined

**Steward:** Operations and Training Committee

**Version:** 1